
 
 

 

4 December 2020 

 

The Presidents 

Dallas Safari Club – Mr M Little 

CIC – Mr G Aman 

Per Email 

 

Dear Messrs Little & Aman 

 

Your Joint Statement on Captive Bred Lion (CBL) Shooting refers 

 

We have read with disappointment your recent outputs regarding captive bred lion and the 

follow up wherein you solicit support from further organisations. We have also studied 

PHASA’s comprehensive letter to you of 26 November. The CHASA Exco fully ratify and 

support the contents of the PHASA letter in this regard and you can align our stance with 

theirs on issues raised therein. 

 

Further, we would like to question your reasoning and logic in again raising this whole matter 

in the public domain for no apparent rhyme or reason. You, of all people, should be acutely 

aware that any attention unnecessarily brought upon the hunting, and particularly trophy 

hunting sector, leads to more problems than solutions for the whole sector. There has been no 

major upswing by anti-hunting/animal-rightist elements in recent times relating to CBL, so 

your recent re-hashing in public of this matter seems highly provocative and suspicious. It is 

common cause that individuals marketing lion hunting in other Southern African countries 

generally try to raise heat on CBL just ahead of each year’s marketing season, and this was 

again the case recently. Have you perhaps been “played” by these operators into again trying 

to re-launder this stale tale?   

 



 
 

 

CHASA has always maintained that any hunting organisation may raise their own ethics bar 

to include or preclude any legal sustainable hunting practice as they see fit. We would suggest 

that if you are so determined of the ills of hunting CBL you should build it firmly into your 

own codes of conduct, on pain of dismissal, for any member found participating therein. Your 

members can then choose for themselves whether you are the association for them. But that is 

in fact the end of your mandate, and anything beyond is serious over-reach, and when it 

deliberately again brings hunting under the public spotlight, has negative consequences for all 

hunters alike.  

Further, you have for some years already been attacking this sub-sector of hunting and yet 

have never taken up the many invitations to send a proper delegation to see the full extent of 

the CBL sector, good and bad, and engage with South African role-players towards finding 

common cause. We have all but given up on ever finding each other as we believe you have 

displayed stubborn dogmatism that makes some animal-rightists appear open minded. We 

sincerely hope we are wrong in this, and would certainly welcome an approach from you in 

this regard one day. 

In the meantime, we urge you to leave this subject be, and remind you once again that the 

single biggest [and for that matter the next few biggest too] blight against hunting was 

related to a wild, Zimbabwean lion with a nickname and a collar…  

 

Yours Faithfully 

 

 

________________  

Stephen Palos - CEO 


